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Abstract: Online social networks typically provide tools for users to set who can

access their shared data. However, this access restriction only applies to network

users and not for third parties and the social network itself. An approach only with

data encryption is insufficient to keep both data privacy and the user's ability to

obtain personalized services. This paper presents a model to extend the privacy in

online social networks, ensuring the privacy of certain data from other network

users, third parties and own social network, yet allowing the use of personalized

services for users of social networking.

1 Introduction

Users of online social networks tend to accept the privacy policies of these sites so they

can share/exchange information with people they know who also use such a service

(friends who use the social network). All information shared is held by the entity that

operates the social network and can be used for various purposes, for example, providing

personalized service improvements, advertising, among others.

As the success of most social networks depends on the users' satisfaction regarding the

use of the service, the social network operator ensures to protect the privacy of the

shared data so that data are not accessed and misused by third parties. To this end, the

social networking sites provide some tools for users to cancel or grant access to specific

data in their profile, for example, a tool for determining the visibility (public/private)

photo album, message board.

However, few or no social network provides similar artifacts to control third party access

to such data and without this control the use of aggregate data from users for advertising

purposes is common. Although the user probably has agreed to a privacy policy that

prescribes this kind of use, it is not known for sure if only aggregate data, and not

sensitive information, is actually being shared with these third parties. Another important

point is that installed social applications (games, utilities) can access certain data from

the user profile such as politcal views, sexual orientation and list of friends.
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